Give your career an advantage in one year with MassBay’s TRANSFORM certificate program in Advanced Manufacturing. Learn skills in reverse engineering and design to produce and create your innovative ideas.

With the latest technology, MassBay’s Advanced Manufacturing Program introduces the student to Computer Aided Design, SolidWorks, MasterCAM, 3D printing, 3D scanning, and Computer Numerical Controls. Learn to produce your ideas from thought to completion in this project based classroom. See your vision become a reality while obtaining a certificate in Advanced Manufacturing.

RSVP: Phara Boyer, College and Career Navigator | GP STEM 781-239-2581 | pboyer@massbay.edu

This program is funded in part by an NSF ATE Collaborative Research: TRANSFORM, TRANSFORMing liberal arts careers to meet demand for advanced manufacturing workforce grant #1407160, a $20,000,000 grant awarded by the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment, and Training Administration Grant #TC-26450-14-60-A-25, and STEM Starter Academy (SSA).